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High Throughput Technologies (HTT)
Figure 2

Introduction

Composite of a fully automated and integrated
HTT system incorporating bespoke control
software, engineering and robotics elements
linking discrete laboratory equipment. At the
heart of the system is a gantry robot pick and
placing samples and consumables to and from
the various workstations.These include, a liquid
handler, a powder dispenser (MTM), storage
racks/hotels, mixing/shaking and reactor rigs.
The whole system is integrated into a fully
automated HTT system via bi-directional
connection to an experiment
library database, data analysis
and information
management system.

On a practical level, there are many pieces of laboratory
equipment capable of performing higher throughput
automation of discrete tasks for the screening of compounds
with desirable properties.
Most High Throughput Technologies (HTT) however, require
the
coordination of a number of these discrete tasks, each capable
of high throughput, into an integrated and cohesive system to
realise the full potential of a HTT system.
Integration of discrete laboratory equipment into a single
cohesive system favours the use of turnkey automation and
engineering solutions requiring supplier companies able to
understand and deliver systems incorporating automation
allied with computational and combinatorial chemistries.
This article aims to provide, with several real HTT system
examples, a brief insight into how common, discrete tasks to
HTT can be integrated into flexible, high throughput,
automated systems as part of a corporate HTT strategy.

Methodology Desirable Characteristics of a HTT System
By its nature HTT generates vast amounts of experimental and
analysis data which must be collected and stored in formats that are
readily searched and analysed.Therefore, at the heart of a fully
automated HTT system is the ability to handle and store vast
amounts of experimental formulae and result data.This generally
means for
HT systems, integrating discrete equipment, processes, mechanical
and software components with Oracle/SQL server databases and
proprietary experimental design library software such as Symyx,
Spotfire, CambridgeSoft.
At the process level, the HTT system must be capable of experiment
management and flexible enough to create new methods and
workflows on demand but eliminate bottlenecks by concurrent
operation and parallel processing of the automated tasks.In addition,
the ability to handle a range of different materials in an enclosed
system such as; liquids/powders/emulsions/polymers, many of which
may be hazardous to an operator, is clearly advantageous.
The core components and processes for a typical HTT system for
screening and analysis include;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sample storage carousels/hotels often bespoke
Liquid handling e.g. Zinsser, Sias, Gilson
Powder dispensing e.g. AutoDose
Mixing/shaking e.g. Zinsser, IKA, bespoke
Heating/cooling e.g. STEM, Revco, bespoke
Evaporator/concentrator e.g. Genevac, bespoke
Pick and place robotics/conveyors
Barcode/RFID readers
Reactor rigs (various)

After method design and sample preparation the resulting samples
are analysed and screened for the particular property of interest.The
type of analysis depends on the screen of course e.g. catalysts,
polymers, chemicals, oils, drugs. However, integrated analysis modules
within a HTT system typically include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rheometry/Viscometry
Turbidometry/Nephelometry
Thermal measurement
Spectroscopy
Conductivity
Chemical structure analysis
e.g. MS, HPLC, GLC

For efficient processing and to maximise throughput, analysis should
be on-line.This is essential where real-time measurements or kinetic
profiling is required. In such circumstances, concurrent operation
is critical. However, some analytical techniques which may be
significantly rate-limiting, in a fully automated approach,
can be performed off-line e.g. GC-MS.

Discussions
To fully realise the potential of any HTT system, it is desirable to
integrate the discrete pieces of laboratory equipment and analysis
into a single cohesive system.The HTT environment is heavily
dependent on IT infrastructure with experimental design, molecule
Figure 1
Example of an
integrated HTT system
for the synthesis and
screening of polymer
combinatorial libraries.

library informatics and data collection and analysis critical to the
whole process. Integration of discrete laboratory equipment with
high level informatic systems favours the use of bespoke automation
requiring integrated mechanical and software components.
Astech Projects offers a multi-disciplinary approach to integrating
discrete equipment and processes into fully automated platforms
and has developed a suite of automation and software modules
employing high speed robotics/parallel processing and experimental
design/information management tools to give organisations a genuine
option of developing fully integrated solutions to exploit and realise
the true potential of HTT.
Figure 3
The system shown encapsulates
the principles of a fully
automated HTT system
with sample management
and transport, sample
preparation and analysis
all linked into an
informatics library and
data analysis network.
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